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Public consultation

1. Introduction
1.1 Background
The Victorian Government has set a Renewable
Energy Target of 50 per cent by 2030. Achieving it
will reduce carbon emissions, create jobs and
provide affordable, sustainable energy for Victorians.
As the renewable energy sector grows and more
wind farms are built, we need effective rules to
protect native animals like birds and bats from any
potential risk these facilities may pose. We are
currently reviewing and improving these rules.
The Victorian Brolga (Antigone rubicunda) is the first
species we are reviewing. We are using new
information about wind farms’ impact on this bird to
update the ‘Interim Guidelines for the Assessment,
Avoidance, Mitigation and Offsetting of Potential
Wind Farm Impacts on the Victorian Brolga
Population 2011’ (Interim Guidelines).
We would like your feedback on the draft ‘Brolga
Assessment and Mitigation Standards for Wind
Energy Facilities’ (Draft Standards).

We are now seeking your feedback through Engage
Victoria: https://engage.vic.gov.au/draft-brolgaassessment-and-mitigation-standards.
Submissions close Friday 18 December 2020
1.1.1 What type of feedback are DELWP
seeking?
DELWP has prepared a questionnaire to seek your
feedback on each aspect of the Draft Standards.
The Draft Standards are informed by recent
research into the habitat used by flocking and
breeding Brolgas and datasets such as the Victorian
Biodiversity Atlas. Where applicable, it is important
that any supporting information (such as
photographs, links to other research or spatial data)
is submitted along with your feedback.
The questionnaire provides further guidance on what
feedback DELWP seeks for each area of the Draft
Standards. It also outlines where supporting
evidence will assist DELWP to consider your
feedback and how you can provide this.
If you prefer not to use the form, you can upload
your own submission.
1.1.2 What is available to assist understanding
the Draft Standards?
The Engage Victoria contains:
 A short fact sheet about the Draft Standards.
 This explanatory document, which provides
further information about the draft standards.
 A set of Frequently Asked Questions.
 Live question and answer sessions at Engage
Victoria (https://engage.vic.gov.au/draft-brolgaassessment-and-mitigation-standards). The
dates and times will be published on the
Engage Victoria page.

Source: DELWP.
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2. Risks to the Victorian Brolga population from
wind farms
2.1 About the Victorian Brolga
The Victorian Brolga is a large crane, around 1.8 metres tall. It lives for 30 years on average and bonds for
life with its mate.
It is a threatened bird and currently classified as vulnerable in Victoria. But recent reassessment may see the
Brolga’s status change to endangered.
The Victorian Brolga is under threat from the Red Fox, which preys on young Brolgas, and the
disappearance of breeding wetlands. There are also concerns that more wind farms may further threaten the
species.

2.2 Key threats to the Victorian Brolga population
The recent threatened species assessment outlines threats to the Victorian Brolga population. These
include the modification and disappearance of breeding wetlands (by drainage works and the subtle
influence of salinity on freshwater wetlands) and predation of immature birds by the Red Fox (the extent of
this is unknown).
These threats place the Brolga species at high risk of extinction in the wild in Victoria (DSE 2013) and
contributes to its low fledging success (Herring 2001, 2005; Myers 2001).
The key threats to the species outlined in the Action Statement (DSE 2003) are summarised in Table 1.Table 1Table 1: Key
threats to the Victorian Brolga as outlined in the Flora and Fauna Guarantee Act 1988 Action Statement for the species (DSE
2003).

Flocking threats

Breeding threats

Disturbance by hunters during the duck season and
deposition of lead shot in wetlands.

Drainage and modification of wetlands.

Loss of habitat due to changes in vegetation, for
example, changes in agricultural practices.
Catchment degradation resulting in changes in water
quality, including increased salinity, siltation or flooding.
Poisoning of agricultural pests e.g. crickets.
Erection of structures such as overhead powerlines.

Alteration of flood regimes during the breeding season
which can cause nest abandonment.
Modification of vegetation structure and species
composition, water quality or soil structure at breeding
and feeding sites.
Widespread use of herbicides and pesticides especially
near breeding sites.
Disturbance by hunting activities where young birds are
still in the breeding wetland.
Introduced predators, taking eggs and killing chicks.
Wildlife and burning programs, which remove nest
material.
Grazing by stock.
Subdivision and fencing of large private landholdings.
Erection of structures such as overhead powerlines.
Use of wetlands for irrigation and/or re-use systems.
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2.3 Risks from wind farm infrastructure
on the Victorian Brolga population

1. Brolga no-go flocking areas mapped in the Draft
Standards.

While wind farm infrastructure has not been shown
to be a key threat to the Victorian Brolga population,
there is concern that unmitigated expansion of wind
farms within the distribution of the Victorian Brolga
population, especially in their main distribution in
south-west Victoria, has the potential to impact
breeding and flocking success and exacerbate the
species’ conservation decline.

2. Breeding habitat buffers around suitable
breeding wetlands and movement corridors
between grouped wetlands.

This is due to the potential for wind farms to add to
the loss or degradation of suitable flocking and
breeding habitat and powerlines that risk Brolga
collision during important flocking and breeding life
stages. Also, human presence may disturb breeding
and flocking behaviour.
These impacts can exacerbate the Brolga’s low
breeding success, in particular, a low success rate in
surviving from egg incubation to fledging.
Table 2 provides further detail on the evidence for
these risks, the impact if the risk is not mitigated and
how the Draft Standards mitigate each risk.

2.4.1 No go flocking areas
The Draft Standards address risks to Brolga flocking
by prohibiting the development of wind energy
facilities within important Brolga flocking areas –
which have been mapped by DELWP and are
referred to as the Brolga no-go flocking areas. This
requirement is discussed further in Section 4.
2.4.2 Breeding habitat buffers
To maximise fledging success, and to reduce the
risk of powerline collision mortalities, the Draft
Standards prohibit wind energy facility infrastructure
within breeding habitat buffers around any suitable
Brolga breeding wetland. This is applied to maximise
the potential success of chicks surviving from egg
incubation to fledging. This requirement is
discussed further in Section 4.

2.4 Risk mitigation under the Draft
Standards
The Draft Standards prohibit wind farms and
associated infrastructure from:
Table 2: Potential risks to the Victoria Brolga population, assessment of evidence and assumptions.

Risk

Evidence and assumptions

Potential impact if
the risk is not
mitigated

Mitigation

Breeding and
flocking
habitat loss

Evidence

Further habitat loss to
the species reducing
the extent of available
habitat.

The Draft
Standards prohibit
wind farms and
associated
infrastructure from
flocking no-go
areas and
breeding habitat
buffers.

Brolgas have low
breeding success
(Herring 2001; Myers
2001). Activities that
disturb breeding
Brolgas have the
potential to

The breeding
habitat buffer
includes an
additional 300
metres. This is
referred to as the
disturbance buffer

Loss of habitat is a key threat to the species as
outlined in the Action Statement (DSE 2003).
South-west Victoria is where the majority of the
Victorian Brolga population can be found and where
the Victoria Renewable Energy Zones are located
(see Appendix 1).
Assumption(s)
As such, habitat loss may occur to the species from
the development of wind energy facilities within the
key distribution of the species.

Brolga
breeding
attempts fail
due to
disturbance
from a wind
energy facility

4

Evidence
Veltheim (2018) observed that vehicles caused
Brolgas to disperse from foraging areas to roosts or
caused complete dispersal from a roost.
Veltheim et al. (2015) found Brolgas were unlikely to
return to areas previously used for capture.
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Risk

Evidence and assumptions

Potential impact if
the risk is not
mitigated

Mitigation

Veltheim et al. (2015) found breeding pairs with
chicks dispersed when vehicles and people were
present for chick capture.

exacerbate the poor
breeding success
(through nest
abandonment or
separation of parents
from pre-fledged
chicks) reducing
recruitment to the
population.

and enables the
Brolga to use their
breeding home
range fully,
without potential
disturbance by
humans.

Disturbance to
flocking Brolgas,
including roosting and
foraging Brolgas has
the potential to
indirectly affect social
structures and time
spent foraging.

Wind farm
infrastructure is
prohibited in
flocking areas.
Flocking areas
are mapped to
account for varied
Brolga
movements and
habitat use of
these areas.

‘Human interference or disturbance’ is outlined as a
threat to the southern population of the Brolga in
Meine and Archibald (1996).
Navarette (2011) found that cranes within wind farms
displayed more vigilant behaviour and less resting
behaviour.
Brolga chick survival to fledging is low. In three
studies, only 20-39 per cent of observed nesting
attempts successfully fledged at least one chick
(Herring 2001, 2005; Myers 2001). Herring (2005)
found breeding success to be low, with an average of
0.28 birds fledging per nest and only 15.6 per cent of
eggs being successful in producing a fledged young.
The study presumes the primary cause of mortality is
predation, although other causes cannot be ruled out.
It is assumed that Brolgas are as sensitive to
disturbance as other crane species, including:

• Cross-fostered Whooping Crane in Colorado
(Shenk and Ringelman 1992)

• Whooping Crane in the United States and Canada
(Canadian Wildlife Service and U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service 2007)

• Hooded Crane in China (Luo et al. 2012)
The findings of Veltheim et al. (2015) indicate that
human presence may cause disturbance and the
displacement of Brolgas from foraging habitat.
Assumption(s)
The evidence above and observed Brolga
movements in response to vehicles suggests that
Brolgas are sensitive to human-related disturbance.
Flocking
Brolgas are
disturbed by a
wind energy
facility due
human
activity.

Herring (2005) found that flocks roost overnight in
wetlands that were not subject to high levels of
human disturbance.
King (2008) studied the Penshurst and Willaura
flocking sites and found that roosts at both sites were
in areas where disturbance from livestock, farm
activities or road traffic was low.
A major conservation objective in the Brolga Action
Statement is “to ensure that wetland areas where
Brolga congregate are secured from environmental
degradation and inappropriate disturbance” (DSE
2003).
Navarette (2011) found that cranes flocking within
wind farms displayed more vigilant behaviour and
less resting behaviour.
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Risk

Evidence and assumptions

Potential impact if
the risk is not
mitigated

Mitigation

Powerline collision
mortalities reduce the
population and
increase the risk of
extinction in Victoria.

The flocking nogo areas and
breeding habitat
buffers mitigate
the risk of Brolga
mortality caused
by collisions with
wind farm related
infrastructure.

King (2008) proposed that an important flocking site
habitat feature is at least one shallow nocturnal roost
wetland which is protected from human disturbance.
Given this, while it is not known if disturbance of
Brolga flocks interferes with Brolga social structure
(DuGuesclin 2003), it is assumed that selection of
flock roost sites away from human activity suggests a
possible sensitivity to disturbance.
Adult and
fledged
juvenile
Brolga
collision
mortalities
with wind
energy facility
infrastructure.

There is no evidence of Brolga collision mortalities
from wind turbines (Moloney et al. 2019). However,
there is evidence of collisions with overhead
powerlines:

• Evidence of Brolga mortality from collisions with
powerlines (Herring 2005).

• The Brolga Action statement lists ‘Erection of
structures such as overhead powerlines’ as a
threat (DuGuesclin 2003).
As such, it is assumed that, if not mitigated, the
likelihood of collision mortalities with powerlines will
increase as wind energy facility developments
increase across south-west Victoria.

Source: DELWP.
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Mortalities reduce the
number of breeding
pairs leading to
reduced population
recruitment. This has
the potential to
hamper population
recovery.

3. Requirements of the
Draft Standards
3.1 Objective
Draft Standards: Section 1.3.
 The objective of the Draft Standards is to
ensure the Brolga does not become more
threatened at the state-wide level from wind
farm impacts.
‘More threatened’ refers to ensuring that wind farms
do not impact conservation of the Victorian Brolga
population.
This is a change from the Interim Guidelines, which
adopted an objective of zero-net impact on the
Brolga population.
This change recognises that providing offsets for
potential death of an individual of a species is
complex and does not provide the same level of no
net loss that other regulatory schemes that protect
habitat can. The new objective provides greater
clarity and certainty that potential impacts on the
Brolga from wind farms will not threaten the
Victorian population.
As such, the Draft Standards are designed to protect
against the key threats from wind farm infrastructure:
reduced flocking and breeding success (due to loss
of breeding and flocking habitat) and wind farm
infrastructure collision. The design of the no-go
flocking areas and breeding habitat buffers minimise
residual impacts on Brolga flocking and breeding
success.

3.2 Assessment standards (Section 3 of
the Draft Standards)
3.2.1 Assessment area (Step 1).
The assessment area is required to be used as the
basis for determining if the proposal is within:

3.2.2 The Brolga area of interest map (Step 2)
If any part of the assessment area is within the
Brolga area of interest map, then the subject
planning permit application must comply with the
Draft Standards.
The Brolga area of interest map represents the main
distribution of the Victorian Brolga population. The
map is informed by Brolga records from the Victorian
Biodiversity Atlas1 (DELWP 2020).
The purpose of the area of interest is to focus the
Draft Standards to the areas of Victoria where wind
energy facilities are likely to overlap with the
species’ main distribution.
The following records were excluded from
consideration when determining the area of interest
map:
 Records that fall outside of the Victorian state
boundary
 Records that appear to be anomalies to the
main distribution of the Victorian Brolga
population.
The spatial file of the Brolga area of interest will be
available for use once the standards are finalised.
3.2.3 Brolga no-go flocking areas (Step 3)
The Draft Standards prohibit the development of
wind farms and associated infrastructure in Victorian
Brolga flocking areas, as shown in Figure 5 of the
Draft Standards. These are referred to as Brolga nogo flocking areas.
Wind farm and associated infrastructure includes
turbines, buildings, quarries, powerlines,
anemometers, fences, access tracks/roads and
other structures that are used in connection with
wind energy facilities.
The purpose of the Brolga no-go flocking areas is to:
 Prevent important flocking habitat from being
lost to wind energy facility developments

 The Brolga area of interest, and
 A Brolga no-go flocking area, or
 Suitable breeding wetlands that must have the
breeding habitat buffer applied.
The drafts standards outline a minimum assessment
area of five kilometres. Applicants may wish to
consider a larger assessment area if there is some
1

uncertainty regarding the final location of the
proposal.

 Reduce the risks of disturbance impacts to
Brolga flocking behaviour
 Reduce the risk of collision mortalities from
wind farm infrastructure within these areas.

Available at: https://www.environment.vic.gov.au/biodiversity/victorianbiodiversity-atlas
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These areas provide important habitat for the
majority of the Victorian Brolga population each
flocking season. The majority of the Victorian
population is known to flock in these areas during
each flocking season. DELWP has conducted
annual surveys of these flocking areas since 20092
(SWIFFT 2020). Based on the annual survey results,
it is estimated that 70 to over 90 per cent of the
Victorian Brolga population flock annually within the
Brolga no-go flocking areas (Veltheim 2020, Ryan
and Veltheim 2020).
Therefore, any impacts to Brolgas in these areas
has the potential to impact a significant proportion of
the Victorian Brolga population.
There are 11 Brolga no-go flocking areas mapped in
Figure 5 of the Draft Standards:
 Penshurst
 Dundonnell

wetlands and foraging areas within each flocking
site.
Each flocking area differs in size and shape because
some support larger flocks than others. For
example, over 300 Brolgas have been recorded at
the Strathdownie flocking area (Ryan and Veltheim
2020) which has a flocking home range of
approximately 70,000 hectares. In comparison, Lake
Bolac has the smallest flocking home range at
approximately 6,800 hectares and annual Brolga
counts ranging between approximately 20 and 60
Brolgas.
The Cressy, Edenhope and Dingee-Corop no-go
flocking areas are not based on home range
estimates because the Brolgas that were GPStracked in Veltheim (2018) did not use these areas
(Veltheim 2020). As such, data is not available for
home range analysis for these areas.
In these areas, a five-kilometre buffer area has been
applied to DELWP mapped wetlands that:

 Darlington

 Have two or more records of counts of 10 or
more Brolgas, and

 Lake Bolac

 Records sourced from two or more Brolga
flocking seasons (December to June).

 Willaura
 Streatham (Lake Wongan)
 Streatham (Blue/Pink/Salt Lake Complex)
 Strathdownie
 Edenhope
 Cressy
 Dingee-Corop
How were the size and shape of the Brolga no-go
flocking areas decided?
The size and shape of eight3 of the 11 flocking areas
is based on two studies by Veltheim (2018 and
2020), which use GPS tracking data from 14 Brolgas
to estimate the flocking home range of each of the
adult, juvenile (<12 months) and immature (>12 to
<24 months) Brolgas that were tracked.
The flocking home range estimate of each Brolga
was combined to provide an overall area used by all
the Brolgas at each flocking site.

A buffer area of five kilometres for these areas is
recommended by Veltheim (2020) and is considered
to protect most of the night and day roost wetlands
and surrounding non-wetland foraging areas, likely
to be used by Brolgas in these areas.
Why were the home range estimates combined
for the Brolga no-go flocking areas?
In determining the no-go flocking areas, the home
range estimates of each Brolga were combined to
capture the individual variation in the home range
estimates and to provide an overall area utilised by
Brolgas over multiple years.
The analysis by Veltheim (2020) found that
individual home range estimates at each flocking
area varied between individuals and between years.
The cause of the variation is unknown, but in part, is
believed to be from annual variation in wetland and
food availability within each flocking area (Veltheim
2020).

The flocking site home range estimates include
areas used by the Brolgas while flocking to roost
and the foraging and movement corridors between

Accounting for this variation is important to ensure
the annual variation in the Brolga movements and

2

3.

Ddue to COVID-19 restrictions, the 2020 Brolga count was not
undertaken. See the SWIFFT website for information:
https://www.swifft.net.au/cb_pages/sp_brolga.php
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use of these areas is protected, over the entire
flocking season and across multiple years.

 The wetlands used for the nest, egg incubation
and night roosting.

3.2.4 Identifying suitable breeding wetlands
(Step 4)

 The non-wetland areas around breeding
wetlands used for foraging.

This part of the assessment contains several steps
to ensure all suitable breeding wetlands are
identified.

 The non-wetland areas used as movement
corridors between nesting and night roost
wetlands, and non-wetland foraging areas.

The basis for assessment is the DELWP mapped
wetland layer. Several wetland types are excluded
from the assessment. These are:
 Permanent saline swamps
 Temporary saline swamps
 Permanent saline marshes and meadows
 Temporary saline marshes, meadows and
swamps
 Estuaries
 High country peatlands

To determine breeding home ranges, 11 pre-fledged
chicks at nine breeding sites had GPS transmitters
attached (Veltheim et al. 2019). The dates and
number of GPS locations used for individuals for
these analyses are outlined in Veltheim et al. (2019).
Brolga families roost and forage together, so the
findings of Veltheim et al. (2019) are considered to
represent the majority of movements of the adult
pair during the pre-fledging period. Therefore, the
proposed buffer requirements are also assumed to
protect the habitat of the adult pair during this prefledging period.
Breeding habitat buffer design

 Intertidal flats.
The Brolga Technical Reference Group advised that
saline wetland types are not the preferred habitat of
breeding Brolgas. This was verified against breeding
records. There were no breeding records within any
of these wetland types.
All other wetland types in the mapped wetland layer
and identified from aerial imagery within the wind
farm assessment area must be assessed. The final
step is to identify which of these wetlands are
suitable breeding wetlands, using the criteria
outlined in Table 3 of the Draft Standards. This table
also includes an explanation and rationale as to why
each criterion applies.

3.3 Breeding habitat mitigation
standards (Section 4 of the Draft
Standards)
All suitable breeding wetlands identified through the
assessment in Section 3 of the Draft Standards must
apply breeding habitat buffers in accordance with
Section 4.
The breeding habitat buffer requirements have been
informed by key findings of Veltheim et al. (2019),
which outline the important habitat elements of prefledged chicks. Specifically, the buffers are designed
to protect three key habitat areas related to prefledging movements:

DELWP undertook further analysis of the breeding
home range estimates to design the breeding habitat
buffer method. The proposed buffer design protects
the key habitat elements noted above.
The breeding habitat buffer, shown in Figure 1,
consists of:
 A 600 metre foraging area buffer.
 An additional 300 metre disturbance buffer.
This requirement is also set out in the Interim
Guidelines and supported by evidence (see
Table 2). The Brolga TRG did not provide a
consensus on whether they thought this buffer
should be retained or removed. Given the lack
of evidence to support its removal and the
points outlined in Table 2 of this document,
DELWP has retained this as a precautionary
measure to protect movements at the edge of
the foraging buffer from human disturbance,
including during wind farm construction and
maintenance.
 Movement corridors between suitable breeding
wetlands within 2,000 metres of each other
(referred to as a group of suitable breeding
wetlands). This distance is based on data from
Veltheim et al. (2019) showing chicks moved up
to 1,964 metres to and from night roost
wetlands to surrounding wetlands.
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(a)

(b)

.
Figure 1: (a) Pictorial (not to scale) showing the total 900 metre breeding habitat buffer (green) at an isolated breeding wetland
and (b) at a set of grouped wetlands – 900 metre buffer including movement corridor.
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Requirement to buffer all suitable breeding
wetlands, regardless of whether there is a
breeding record or not.
The existing Interim Brolga Guidelines require
buffers around wetlands that have a breeding record
and wetlands where breeding was observed through
roaming or aerial surveys completed as part of a
wind farm assessment. This approach does not
protect suitable breeding sites where Brolga
breeding has not been recorded or observed.

collision risk modelling. There is no evidence of
Brolga’s colliding with wind turbines.
The design of the no-go flocking areas and breeding
habitat buffers avoid residual impacts on Brolga
flocking and breeding success that would cause the
Brolga to become more threatened.

The Draft Standards apply breeding habitat buffers
around all wetlands that meet the habitat suitability
criteria to ensure all wetlands pre-fledged Brolga
chicks may use for foraging and roosting within
home range areas are protected. This shifts the
focus to suitable habitat rather than presence or
absence of the species at a point in time.
This is important because not all wetlands are
permanent. Wetlands that do not hold water
permanently are referred to as temporary wetlands.
The availability of temporary wetlands used for
breeding can change from year to year depending
on rainfall and other factors that influence whether a
wetland will contain water and for the inundation
period. This change will protect temporary wetlands
that may be used in future years but haven’t yet
been associated with a known breeding record.
Breeding records remain an important factor for
determining whether a permanent wetland is
considered breeding habitat or not.
Further, Veltheim et al. (2019) provides evidence
that breeding Brolgas can, and often do, use
multiple wetlands within their breeding home range
until the chicks fledge.
This approach guarantees that buffers are applied to
suitable breeding wetlands, regardless of whether
Brolga breeding has been recorded or observed at
the wetland.

3.4 Compensation plans no longer
required
The new breeding habitat buffer requirements are
designed to protect against the key threats from
wind farm infrastructure: the threat to flocking and
breeding success due to loss of breeding and
flocking habitat and collision with powerlines and
other infrastructure in these areas.
The Interim Guidelines required compensation plans
to provide species-specific offsets for any estimated
residual collision-related impacts, predicted through
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Appendix 1: Victoria Brolga records and
renewable energy zones
The figure below overlays the indicative renewable energy zones over the Brolga area of interest within Victoria. The
draft Brolga standards will apply to wind energy permit applications in the Brolga area of interest. The indicative
renewable energy zones are: “areas where clusters of large-scale renewable energy can be developed to promote
economies of scale in high-resource areas and capture geographical and technological diversity in renewable resources”
(AEMO, 2019).

Figure 2: Brolga area of interest, Victorian Biodiversity Atlas records, flocking sites and indicative renewable energy zones.
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